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3 G | P E N 14 6

ALISO N YOUN G JE W E L L E RY | P E N 9 8

A N DY WA L KE R | P E N 155

3G is three generations of designer makers who have been
exhibiting together since 2016. They all enjoy experimenting
with different media but Elizabeth works mainly in books
and print whereas Helen and Charlotte work mainly in felt
and fused glass. They are all inspired by colour and texture
and their work for Art in the Pen will be linked by common
themes and by a cross-over in their use of materials.
www.elizabethshorrock.co.uk

Alison designs and makes contemporary silver jewellery. Her work
is handmade using traditional silversmithing techniques. She is
inspired by organic forms and by colour. Her seasonally inspired
collections often incorporate semi-precious stones and natural
materials, including petrfied wood, handmade ceramics, and rare
vintage black coral. Her jewellery appeals to people looking for
unique, modern design combined with versatile wearability.
www.alisonyoungjewellery.co.uk

Andy Walker’s work is created digitally as an intricate mosaic
of individually hand-drawn triangles, each painstakingly placed,
shaped and meticulously coloured. Using a computer as a
‘canvas’ gives him the freedom to create every triangle with
precision and to select each exact hue and tone. With the
exception of the abstract work, his artwork originates from his own
photographs, used as a reference for colour and perspective.
www.bearclausedesigns.com

AB U NDANT G LASS | P E N 6 6

ALL SE A S ON S A R TS | P E N 3

A N N A TOS N E Y P R I N TM KE R | P E N 172

Quirky, affordable and original glass art encapsulating the wildlife,
landscape and architecture of the UK as seen from the saddle
of Jane O’Neill’s bike. Her glass coasters, sculptures and prints
depict scenes from her own cycling adventures and also follow
the annual Tour de Yorkshire bike race. Her glass birds, flowers
and rainbows are also inspired by her observations when out
cycling. Jane’s work has been featured on BBC’s Country File.
www.abundantglass.co.uk

Carol Messham works with polymer clay to create 3D models
and forms which she then uses to produce a range of giftware.
These include pictures which have modelled figures and hand
drawn backgrounds, as well as mobile hangings, earrings
and necklaces. She also continues to work in watercolour
producing paintings mainly inspired by nature and the garden.
Details of her work can be found on her Facebook page.
www.facebook.com/carolmesshamartist

Anna is a Yorkshire based Printmaker, specialising in original
drypoint/monoprints and collagraphs. She creates printing plates
by scratching into plastic or creating texture on cardboard. These
are then printed using an etching press. Her inspiration comes
from her surroundings. She captures moments as they pass and
recreates them in her work; be it an unusual light in the sky, a glance
between a sheep and a bird or farmers enjoying a chat.
www.annatosney.com

THE ART SHOP SKIPTON
The Art Shop Skipton have joined us this year and you’ll find them in the main
ring. They are providing free art demonstrations from local artists and have also
set up a ‘try before you buy’ area, so you can get to grips with the materials. The
Art Shop Skipton team will also be on hand to offer expert advice, tips, and answer
any questions you might have.

AD R E NALINE B RU SH | P E N 8 0

ALV IN F I R V I N G | P E N 107

As an artist, Nellie Maan enjoys creating contemporary art with
many levels of meaning and interpretation. At times, she uses a
minimum of colour and tone which contrasts with times of using
vibrant colours and shapes and humour. She applies her skills as
an artist to create beautiful, strategic board games that can be
enjoyed by all ages.

Alvin specialises in ceramic items that are thrown and hand
painted. His ceramics are one-off art pieces with an original
pictorial narrative and decorated with underglaze brushwork. Alvin
was awarded Potfest Prize-winner 2013 (Hutton in the Forest).

CRAFTS IN THE PEN 2018
Our festive crafts market, Crafts in the Pen, will also return to Skipton Auction
Mart on Saturday 17 and Sunday 18 November for its fourth annual event. Entry
includes free parking, exhibitor brochure and even a trip to Santa’s Grotto for any
children in your party. For all the details, visit www.craftsinthepen.org.uk.

www.adrenalinebrush.co.uk

www.studiopottery.co.uk/profile/alvin_f_/irving

2018
WELCOME TO ART IN THE PEN SKIPTON 2018
I’d like to start by thanking you for visiting our 13th annual event this weekend. This
year we have almost 200 local and national artists and craft makers showcasing a
diverse mix of specialisms and backgrounds.
Each year, Art in the Pen continues to flourish and attract incredible talent from
up and down the country. After receiving a record number of applications, the
artists you will see today have been carefully chosen so there is ‘something for
everyone’. With creativity and craftsmanship at every turn, we’ve included a floor
plan in the centre of this brochure to ensure you don’t miss a thing.

NOW GET BROWSING!
We’ll be back next year so follow us on social media and keep an eye on our
website for all the latest news. If you enjoy your day, we’d love you to spread the
word to any family and friends who share a love of art and all things creative.
Andrew Lynan, Creative Director, Art in the Pen

ANY
LANDSCAPE IS A
CONDITION
OF THE SPIRIT
Henri Frederic Amiel

ALE X R ATC LIF F E F INE AR T | P E N 1 6 2

AM B ER T YL DE S L E Y | P E N 19 6

Alex Ratcliffe creates work that makes you stop and think;
works that transport you into a quieter place. Alex’s portraits
primarily focus upon the eyes, be they open or closed. They
invite you in to someone else’s solitude. Alex also creates
mixed media paintings of imagined landscapes. These involve
playful interceptions of thickly layered paint, bursts of colour,
photographs and newsprint. Alex accepts commissions.
www.alexratcliffefineart.com

Amber is an animal artist and a previous DSWF ‘Wildlife Artist of
the Year’ finalist. Amber received the City Learning Trust Young
Artist’s prize at the Three Counties Open Art Exhibition 2017, in
addition to the Chairman’s Award at the Association of Animal
Artist’s Autumn Exhibition. Her work offers a contemporary slant
on traditional realism, often incorporating gilding techniques and
high-gloss resin for a distinctive modern finish.
www.ambersanimalportraits.co.uk
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ANN E H AWOR T H | P E N 8 3

AR T O N LE AT H E R | P E N 1 0 6

AW ARTI S T B L ACKS M I TH S | P E N 116

B UL L I E P R I N TM A KE R S | P E N 177

Anne’s work is all about plant life above ground and under water,
the beguiling sensuality and strength as well as the fragility of
nature continue to inform, absorb and inspire her. Her hand
built ceramics relate to the natural world in all its forms from
the repetitive patterns found in vegetables from her local
market to the complex organisms of the coral reef. She uses
porcelain and earthstone clays to create her unique forms.
www.annehaworth.co.uk		

Karl is known for his wildlife and figurative paintings and has
a unique approach of fine art on leather as an alternative
medium. Leather does not require any special treatment
and should be handled/displayed the same as if it was an oil
painting. Karl accepts commissions for fine art including art on
leather jackets in his distinctively realistic, illustrative style.

Adrian’s use of traditional blacksmithing techniques coupled
with his desire to create contemporary and innovative works,
have resulted in fine craftsmanship, superb detailing and a
substantial build quality that reflects his belief in lasting beauty
and quality. The inspiration for Adrian’s work comes not only
from the natural world but also the industrial with its rich heritage
of thousands of years of a desire to master fire and steel.
www.awartistblacksmiths.co.uk

Bullie Printmakers create eco-friendly and organic artwork,
homeware and gifts inspired their wonderful dogs. Their current
range includes the wonderful English Bull Terrier and Staffordshire
Bull Terrier as well as their new French Bulldog design. All work is
printed and completely handmade by themselves in Lancashire,
Great Britain.

ANTH ON Y PEN DLEBU RY | P E N 17 0

B E NE DI CT WOODH E A D | P E N 135

CA R OL E B A KE R R B S A | P E N 57

Anthony is primarily concerned with producing original paintings
on paper. His paintings look toward the human condition,
taking influences from the likes of Rauschenberg and Corazon.
He doesn’t like to stand still with his paintings and is always
striving towards new things to do and experiment with in his
image making. He hopes that his paintings offer texture, mood,
and a sense of aesthetic through graphic mark making.
www.erpenstudios.co.uk

Benedict works on stretched silk with a range of media to
create cityscapes with an impressionistic feel. He aims to create
paintings which are overflowing with light, movement and
vibrant colour, to invite the audience into the painting. He sets
out to paint from a different viewpoint, to capture the mood and
atmosphere of the cities: whether the fast pace of New York, the
quiet warmth of an Italian town, or the backstreets of Paris.

Carole’s work is inspired by places she travels and works on
location, getting a real feel for the place so that her paintings
are an emotional response to the landscape. Art is a passionate
and instinctive pursuit, inspired by the landscape; bold, vibrant
colour and texture fascinate her and she strives to create exciting
and evocative paintings. She paints in acrylics, mixed media and
watercolours. She runs workshops from her studio in Shropshire.
www.carolebaker.com

B E N’ S WOODWOR K GI F TS | P E N 157

CAROLINE BROGDEN - JEWELLERY | P E N 45

Ben’s Wood workgifts & Boweautiful Bows are a family based
(brother & sister) business making fabulous personalised, wooden,
hand crafted gifts, unique bows and Christmas tree decorations.
They take a great pride in their work and the items they make are
all created by hand and complement each other beautifully.

www.benswoodworkgifts.co.uk

Caroline is a jeweler who works in precious metals. Her work
is twofold, with both elements echoing of her passion for all
things coastal. Caroline starts by casting found objects such as
shells and setting unusual pieces of sea glass. By using traditional
silversmithing skills her second body of work looks at ways to
mimic shapes found in nature. These pieces are developed by use
of adornment such as gold accents and semi-precious stones.
www.carolinebrogden.co.uk

AR T 57 | PEN 171
Art 57 was established in 2014 by felt making artist Pam Chilton.
Based in Easingwold, the beautiful Yorkshire countryside gives a
constant source of inspiration for her original felt work. Colourful
tactile felt paintings are created using natural and dyed wools
with wet and needle felting techniques. Pam specialises in unique
needle felted 3D animal sculptures, all hand made using barbed
felting needles, time and patience. Commissions welcome.
www.art57.co.uk

www.artistkarl.com

ART, FREEDOM & CREATIVITY
WILL CHANGE SOCIETY
FASTER THAN POLITICS
Victor Pinchuk

www.bullie.co.uk

AR T OF T R AN SPAREN CY | P EN 8 7

ART-FELT DESIGNS BY NANNY LYNN | P E N 1 8 3

B IG BL ACK H OUS E DE S I GN CO. | P E N 12 7

CA R OL I N E L E E CE R A M I CS | P E N 15

Having moved from a large city to the East coast, Iris became
very aware and appreciative of her surroundings. Although
much of her fused glass may look abstract the work is strongly
influenced by northern coastlines and rural fells. It may be moss
growing on a tree, ridges in sand, or bubbles and other forms that
flow through water. Other pieces are more representational but
retain a strong countryside and coastal influence.
artoftransparency.co.uk

Lynn Massey is a fibre artist and textile designer, working from the
raw fleece to the finished article. She specialises in hand made felt
as well as hand dyed and spun yarns, using them in her own knitted
and weaving which is done in Saori-Style. Her work is inspired
by her life experiences, love of nature and spiritual beliefs. Lynn
creates scarves, shawls, 3D bowls in felt and accessories.

Maxine Hunt is an artist-blacksmith, working in both wrought
ironwork and wood. Her work has a very contemporary, organic
feel, drawing inspiration from natural forms. She likes to combine
both functional and sculptural elements in her work creating
pieces of furniture, garden sculpture and interior pieces: boxes,
candleholders, bookends. Maxine works using traditional craft
techniques to create pieces with a quirky, contemporary edge.
www.bigblackhousedesign.co.uk

Amongst her extensive works, Caroline specialises in Raku
fired ceramics, functional ware, green men/forest brides
and porcelain Christmas tree decorations. Taking inspiration
from natural sources, texture and pattern are important
to her. She often uses impressed decoration, such as the
fossilised print which remains after a leaf or lace has been
rolled into clay. Visit facebook.com/carolineleeceramics.
www.carolineleeceramics.co.uk

www.facebook.com/artfeltdesignsbynannylynn
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CAR OLY N H I R D-ROG E RS | P E N 29

CHARLOTTE WHITMORE JEWELLERY | P E N 4 9

C LARE ’ S CR E ATI ON S | P E N 18

Inspired by the dramatic landscape and colours of the Dales and
Moors, Carolyn creates original and limited edition prints, hand
stitched artist books, greeting cards and small notebooks. Mono
print is an expressive mark making technique, creating one-off
images, accented by the stylised hand and digitally drawn botanical
studies, using collage. Each image is individual and unique.
www.rogersink.co.uk

Charlotte designs and makes contemporary mixed media
jewellery. She works predominantly in silver, incorporating
other materials such as vintage plastics and glass to add
colour and texture to her work. Inspiration comes from the
grasses, wild flowers and sculptural seed heads that can
be found in the hedgerows and along the towpaths near
where she lives. These forms translate well into jewellery.
www.charlottewhitmore.com

Clare is a mixed media artist. She finds inspiration from nature
and her love of gardening. She particularly likes exploring textural
work, using her own handmade paper, dried seeds, petals, wool
and any other material of interest. A lot of her work is made using
acrylic inks which have a lovely looseness and unpredictability.
She has recently started exploring pastel and has a range of
animal cards to compliment her floral range or cards.
www.clarescreations.co.uk

CAT H BR OOKE | P EN 10 9

C H R IS B R O O K | P E N 3 2

C LAY A N D WOOD WOR KS | P E N 9 2

Cath is a Leeds based printmaker inspired by urban and industrial
landscapes, many of which are based on sketches around
Teesside and Redcar. Her prints capture the industrial structures
that define the area and make it a unique and fascinating place
for an artist to work. Cath often combines processes, such as
drypoint with monoprint. Prints are created in small editions,
although each is unique due to the hand inking processes.
www.cathbrooke.co.uk

Chris is a painter and printmaker, creating work which
is predominantly landscape driven, and references both
topographical and symbolic forms. Never intended as site specific,
instead the paintings are reconstructed ideals, a collection of
marks and shapes alluding to the kind of place Chris would like
to find, offering solitude, comfort protection and shelter.

Margaret and Catherine are designer/makers who produce
individually designed and handmade items in ceramic and wood,
ranging from sculptural work to domestic ware. They use reclaimed
wood to produce furniture, boxes and other useful pieces. The
utilitarian aspect of their domestic ware is a means of engaging
customers with practical items which are also pieces of art.

www.chrisbrook-artworks.co.uk

www.clayandwoodworks.co.uk

CAT H ER I NE WOODA L L | P EN 8 4

C H R IS D U NC AN | P E N 1 3 6

C LAY TON - GR AY | P E N 103

COACH GATE CE R A M I CS | P E N 101

Surrounded as Catherine is by the moors and green wooded
valleys of the Pennines, it is little wonder that her work is
inspired by nature. The veins of a leaf and a glistening dewdrop
are some of the details she has drawn down. Domed pieces
impressed with the texture of a real leaf, bezel set with gemstone
dewdrops, and cascading oval leaf dishes creating an impression
of falling leaves. Simple, elegant and eminently wearable.
www.catherinewoodall.co.uk

Chris Duncan works with sheet metal to create awesome pop
culture inspired artwork that is sold to private collectors, and via
galleries. Particularly, Chris’s unique ComicCan work is becoming
more and more popular with its unusual combination of art
created straight onto drink cans that have been collected from
the streets.

Robert and Judith Lees are both potters, trading as Coachgate
Ceramics. Robert has worked in ceramics for over twenty two
years and Judith for over seven years. Robert likes the wheel and
glaze effects, whilst Judith prefers tube lining and hand building.
Together, they also make a range of quirky animals.

www.littlefingeruk.com

Clayton Gray are paintings by Ruth Clayton and Stuart Gray. They
run a studio together at Farfield Mill in Sedbergh, Cumbria. Ruth
mainly specialises in watercolour with the addition of gouache.
Ruth likes to try and capture the energy of water in all its forms
from crashing waves to cascading waterfalls. Stuart produces
images in mixed media in sketchbook form mainly depicting his
travels. These images are then unusually mounted and framed.
www.wickerfishartstudio.co.uk

CH AR LOT TE BR AYL E Y | P E N 6 8

C H R ISSIE F R E E T H | P E N 14 5

C LOTH F E LT | P E N 6

COLOUR E D I M AGE S | P E N 6 4

Since graduating from the Glasgow School of Art, Yorkshire born
Charlotte Brayley’s work has been widely exhibited around the
world. Working in a range of media, she is often inspired by her
vast menagerie of pets and livestock, along with the wildlife she
encounters on her small holding in Perthshire. Charlotte has a
unique ability to capture the personality and character of animal
subjects. Commissions of all sizes all budgets welcomed.
www.charlottebrayley.co.uk

Chrissie weaves tapestries on a traditional wooden upright
loom. They are large scale and take months to weave. Her
work is rooted in the medieval tradition but it leans towards
the spontaneous, dark and atmospheric, all at odds with the
methodical, slow going, warmth associated with tapestry weaving.
She uses a cotton warp and hand-dyed wools for weft, and a
palette influenced by the colours of the Yorkshire landscape.
www.chrissiefreeth.wixsite.com/weaver

Julie Holman fell in love with needle felting six years ago and is
constantly amazed by the range of fibres that are available for
felting. Julie is inspired by flowers and animals, especially cats.
Where possible, she tries to use British wool and source her
fibre from small businesses. Bags are made from oilcloth and
are hand cut and sewn. Commission works are undertaken.

Mike Smityh produces gallery quality “photographic wall art”
based on three themes: striking colour and bold “Flooded
Flowers”, aesthetically pleasing “Generic Scenes” and
“Recognisable Locations”. His photography takes him all
over the North of England to capture images that evoke
memories such as a walk through the bluebells, autumn in
the woods or a trip to memorable locations.
www.colouredimages.com

www.facebook.com/clothfelt

SPAC E IS
TH E BR E ATH
O F ART
Frank Lloyd Wright
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COOPERILLO ART & ILLUSTRATION | P E N 8

C U M B R IA SC U LP TO R S | P E N 1 6 5

D E B B I JOH N S ON | P E N 133

DI A N E H A DDON - M OOR E | P E N 6 5

In 2017, having enjoyed many years as a commercial illustrator,
Simon Cooper launched “Cooperillo Art & Illustration” selling
prints of his work online and at art shows. The quirky, colourful
pieces are all hand drawn, digitally painted and Giclée printed.
Inspiration comes from all angles, with the influences of a lifelong
love of music, film and popular culture. His recent collection
includes Vikings, overly domesticated pets and beautiful bugs.
www.cooperillo.com

Their members work in a wide range of media from “found
objects” through the traditional clay, ceramics, plaster and
stone to resins and stainless steel and with a variety of styles
in both representational and abstract sculptures. Their
experience is widespread from professional to members
relatively new to sculpture. They therefore include an equally
broad range of motivations and artistic aspects.
www.cumbriasculptors.com

Debbi always knew she would be an artist. She grew up on a
farm with horses, dogs, farm animals and chickens which gave
her an intimate knowledge of her subjects. She spent many years
travelling which was invaluable experience painting landscapes
and buildings, many of which sold ‘fresh off the easel’. She loves
to paint with great detail at times but also loves to experiment
with light, colour and texture producing more abstract work.
www.debbi-johnson.co.uk

Using a contemporary approach Diane transforms everyday
subjects, scenes and landscapes into striking, vibrant and
beautiful paintings. A colourist, Diane’s love of bright, dramatic
contrasting hues finds vivid expression in her work encouraging
the viewer to see and explore subjects in a new light and
appreciate their beauty. Diane has work in private and corporate
collections in the UK, USA, Australia and the Middle East.
www.dianehaddonmoore.co.uk

DAN M E TC ALF E | P E N 8 5

D E B O R A H B ECK | P E N 189

DIANE STEWARDSON JEWELLERY | P E N 33

Dan is a painter based in Bingley. His work has a general tendency
towards landscape and natural forms although his subjects often
freely stray into abstraction. His primary concern has always
been the actual physical application of oil paint and the avenues
that expressive mark making opens up. Dan has exhibited work
throughout the North of England and London.

Deborah works from a studio where she creates contemporary
silver and mixed metal jewellery with a clean and distinctive style.
Her debut work, ‘Mangrove Co2llection’, was inspired by issues
of global warming after a recent trip around the mangrove forests
of Guadeloupe. The collection explores themes of protection
and carbon capture and includes several different styles of ring,
bangle, necklace and ear wear, all inspired by the magnificent
shapes and undulations of the mangrove roots themselves.

Full Name: Diane Stewardson Seaglass Jewellery. Diane’s
jewellery is all handmade using sea glass found on the beach.
Each piece is unique as the glass has been transformed by
the ebb and flow of the tide over many years. Diane collects
all of her glass from the beaches of the North East coast of
England and creates designs around each individual piece,
combining her love of the sea, creativity and recycling.
www.dianestewardson.co.uk

DAV ID CO O K E SC U LP T U R E | P E N 59

D E SIR A B L E S BY DE B OR A H | P E N 47

DI A N N E CR OS S | P E N 2 1

David has always been inspired by the shapes and patterns within
the natural world, and his urge to experiment has led him to
develop a bewildering array of styles and techniques. His ceramic
wildlife sculptures are fired to stoneware, and often incorporate
other media such as steel, wood and resin. In recent years, David
has learnt to cast in bronze and work with steel.
www.davidcookesculpture.com

Self-taught, Deborah Waters works in pen and ink. She
developed a style of intricate patterning representing texture
and shading. High quality rhinestones are added to create her
trademark sparkle. Deborah accepts commissions and relishes
the challenge of putting her spin on any subject. Although her
work does not photograph well, Deborah keeps a Facebook and
Instagram portfolio in the name: Desirables by Deborah.
www.facebook.com/desirablesbydeborah

Dianne creates hand built ceramic boxes, wall pieces and other
matt glazed forms in textured stoneware. They evoke a feeling
of the seashore and coastline so are imagined seascapes and
landscapes rather than illustrating a specific view. She uses
a variety of found objects and textures to exploit the clay
surface. In contrast, the inspiration for her black and white
work is drawn from African adobe architectural details.
Facebook - Dianne Cross Ceramics

CR EAT I VELY OCCU P I ED | P E N 122

DAV ID SING LE TO N SC U LP T U R E S | P E N 1 3 9

D IANA M OR R I S ON DE S I GN S | P E N 132

DOZ Y COW DE S I GN S | P E N 1

Michelle creates functional stoneware ceramics from her studio
in Wetwang, East Yorkshire that are tactile and visually pleasing.
Using a mix of hand built, press mold and thrown techniques,
lines and text, often snippets of thoughts or poetry written during
travelling, and are inscribed into the surfaces and slips applied.
Each individual, handcrafted piece, strives to embody its own
character enriching the eating and drinking experience.
www.creativelyoccupied.com

After spending many years creating large 3D installations for
the leisure industry, David recently decided to concentrate on
producing his own sculpture. The inspiration for much of his work
is the equine form. He experiments with a variety of finishes. David
also creates bespoke sculpture for clients and welcomes the
opportunity to work with others in realising their vision, including
large display pieces for the garden or smaller pieces for the home.
www.davidsingletonsculptures.com		

Since graduating in Fashion/Textiles, Diana developed as a
professional textiles artist exhibiting throughout the country
alongside teaching Art and Textiles. Current practice includes
dyeing, stitching and feltmaking using a variety of experimental
techniques developed over many years. Designs focus on the fusion
of these disciplines to produce unique and original wearable art
pieces using an eclectic range of vibrant colours and textures.
www.dianamorrisondesigns.co.uk

Dozy Cow Designs are a husband and wife design team. They
specialise in the design and manufacture of unique ornamental
designs. All their products are handmade in their studio in Jarrow,
South Tyneside. Their designs are created to make you smile, and
they hope they do just that.

M A KE A S P A C E
IN THE CORNER
OF Y O U R M I N D,
C R E A T I V I T Y WILL FILL IT
Dee Hock

Facebook - Dozy Cow Designs
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EL LUL CER AMI CS | P E N 3 4

E RY L F RY E R | P E N 14 7

F OX AN D P I GEON | P E N 152

FRANCES DAUNT ANIMAL ARTIST | P E N 180

Lisa Ellul’s vessels are constructed from layers of finely rolled tubes
or cones of clay. These are organised in a structured formation,
building the thickness of the vessel wall. Some vessels are multi
layered and hold a solid, weighted volume. Others are simple
one-layer vessels resembling seed pods and cones. This method
creates an intricate texture and articulation of surface. Surfaces are
almost bone like with fossilised leaf patterns or inlayed textures.
www.ellulceramics.com

Similar but subtly different thrown forms are gently compressed
together evolving into a unique form that has an element of
surprise inviting further investigation. Small enticing holes to
look in and discover hold a strong attraction to the inquisitive.
Thrown in porcelain, singularly, they are beautiful and fragile but
when assembled in multiples they take on a spontaneous power
which is even more beautiful and compelling. This meditative
environment suggests the expansion of space.

Fox and Pigeon is an exciting collaboration between two
award winning artists encompassing both 2D and 3D artwork.
Donna Bramall, a recycling artist, works with a variety of
materials. Her work is often quirky and full of charm. Objects
salvaged and reclaimed are transformed into beautiful
collectibles. Gill Fox is primarily a contemporary painter
who works in various mediums. She lives and breathes art.
www.recycledstainedglass.co.uk

“The eyes are the window to the soul.” Francis believes this to
be true and it is the soul of the animal she tries to capture in
her artwork regardless of the media used. From a portrait of a
beloved pet to a close-up of a tiger, she focuses on the eyes. Her
pastel work is now in private collections worldwide and she also
creates felted artwork which have been exhibited nationally.

EMMA LOUISE WILSON CERAMICS | P E N 10 0

F IO NA C AR V E LL AR T | P E N 1 9

F R AIL LOOP | P E N 12 0

GA R RY JON E S | P E N 119

The fragile qualities of porcelain enable Emma to create highly
textured, detailed and refined ceramics. Each handmade piece
goes through many stages and can be fired up to three times.
Emma’s porcelain pieces often incorporate her mixed media
surface pattern designs. Emma’s inspiration can come from many
different areas, often from Nature or simple daily observations
that can inspire her to incorporate these into her pieces.
www.emmalouisewilson.co.uk

Fiona is a pastel specialist, Unison Colour Associate Artist and
tutor, based near Consett on the border of County Durham and
Northumberland. Driven by ideas and a passion for colour, Fiona’s
work captures the energy and process of creating and using
line as well as movement, which feature in largely landscape
compositions created in pastel, charcoal and pencil. You can
see more of Fiona’s work at facebook.com/fionacarvellart.
www.fionacarvellart.co.uk

Gavin creates sculptures from scrap steel. Working with
Garry Jones some pieces have ceramic creatures added.
Steel is a resilient medium and will last a long time. Most
pieces are made with the expectation they will spend their
life outside in the elements, and therefore they will weather
accordingly. In most cases they will also make you smile. If
it’s not in stock, commissions are undertaken.
www.frailloop.co.uk

Garry’s sculptures are a reaction to observations of animal
behaviour; he sets out to make people laugh. The techniques
Garry uses involve raku because he likes the unpredictable results
and the excitement experimentation evokes, the natural finishes
and the whole primeval smoke, fire, exposure and physical
involvement of this ancient process.

EMMA WAI NWR I GHT A RT | P E N 26

F IO NA G R AY D E SIG NS | P E N 4 4

Emma Wainwright is a wildlife and pet portrait artist who
combines her passion for animals and the outdoors with
her lifelong love of art. She believes that art should capture
the wonders of life and then add a little. Be it character,
colour or texture, the freedom of art allows her to emphasise
these features in her subjects. She uses a range of media to
create unique pieces, feather paintings and pet portraits.
www.emmawainwrightart.com

Fiona casts plants and flowers as relief plaques made with
plaster. The process involves pressing plants into clay, they
are then removed and plaster is poured over to create the
cast. The process picks up an incredible amount of detail
to create a beautiful raised impression. She can also cast
wedding bouquets or your favourite flowers, preserving them
to be enjoyed long after they have faded away.
www.fionagraydesigns.co.uk

ER I C PY E PH OTOGRA P HY | P E N 46

F LO SSY D O G P R O D U C T IO NS | P E N 2

Eric’s desire to take more than holiday snaps on a big holiday
a few years ago ignited his passion for photography. The
learning curve was steep but enjoyable and rewarding and
he can now regularly be found in the quieter corners of the
Lake District looking for his next composition. He likes to look
for images that tell something about a place and, contrary to
current trends, embraces the use of colour in his images.
www.ericpyephotography.co.uk

Brian Crowther’s deep love of the countryside led him to create the
3D landscape pictures and miniature dry stone walls, which he has
been doing for around ten years. With the exception of the frames,
everything is handmade by him. This includes the photography,
cutting each stone individually, casting the animals and making
the gates and signposts. All the stone is sourced from the relevant
area, e.g. Yorkshire stone, Dales limestone and Lakeland slate.
www.flossydogproductions.yolasite.com

www.francesdauntartist.wordpress.com

www.garryjones1962.wixsite.com/garryjonesceramics

GA RY TH OM A S | P E N 9 9

WHAT
IS A R T
BUT A
WAY O F
SEEING
Saul Bellow

Working from his studio in Walsden on the Lancs/Yorks border,
Gary Thomas creates a range of pottery, produced on the potter’s
wheel. A continual development of shape, form, surface texture
and colour is the inspiration behind the work. With a background
in General Art and Design, he also produces drawing, paintings
and prints, which alongside with the ceramic work is sold in a
number of shops and galleries in and around the Northeast.
www.garythomasceramics.com

GE M M A H AYWA R D A R T | P E N 179
Gemma’s lust for travel took her around the world with her
camera which fueled her passion for nature and wildlife. She
uses her love of art, photography and nature to create her
photo realistic, life-like, wildlife drawings. Gemma has been
shortlisted for the very prestigious David Shepherd Wildlife
Artist of the Year Award for the last two years running, and
was ‘highly commended’ at last years’ awards.
www.gemmahaywardart.com
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GI EDR E SADAU SKAI TE | P E N 6 1

H ANN A H VA N B E R GE N | P E N 9 0

H UGS UN L I M I TE D | P E N 17

Giedre uses traditional techniques and materials to create
wearable accessories such as hand painted and nuno felt scarves,
paintings and quirky illustrations which she transforms into
homeware products. Giedre’s work is primarily inspired by emotion
and nature, in terms of colour, pattern, texture and structure.
The inspiration came as well from a personal interest in folk
stories, symbols and metaphors used in a legends and fairy tales.
www.giedsaga.wixsite.com/giedres

Hannah paints lively cityscapes, landmarks and contemporary
deckchair scenes. Her aim is to make people smile with
her paintings, to transport them into the scene and its
atmosphere. People have described her work as “happy
art” and she likes that. She believes if you are going to invest
in a painting and hang it on your wall it should make you
feel good every time you walk into the room.
www.hannahvanbergen.co.uk

Hugs Unlimited is first and foremost about teddy bears. It was
started by Dawn James, who is best known for her award
winning Artist Teddy Bears. Dawn designs and makes the bears
and their outfits and finds just the right accessories for them.
Recently, Dawn was joined by husband Chris Elliott, and they
are collaborating on mixed media and machine embroidery
designs reflecting their love of nature, fantasy and quirkiness.
www.hugsunlimited.co.uk

H E ARTF E LT DOGS | P E N 30

I A N B UR DA L L | P E N 43

Von Allen has always been creative. Her mum had her down as
a Blue Peter presenter due to her ability to produce something
out of nothing, even when she was a child. Growing up, she
was obsessed with puppets, stop-frame animation and tiny
things. Her own dogs are a tribute to those characters of
old and inspired by her own dog and his ability to change
personality to what he thinks it might get him.
www.vonallen.co.uk		

Ian is a painter and photographer. He is now more concentrated
on the painting. His paintings are based on line and colour,
framing subjects to accentuate angles and colour. The Yorkshire
coast is his favourite destination, between Whitby and Teesside.
He has recently been working on a series of paintings of
shipwrecks and beached vessels off Redcar. He has also spent
time in Dungeness which is a gift to anyone who paints.
Facebook - Ian Burdall Painting and Photography

GOSH AR T BY GOS HA G I BE K | P EN 113
Gosha captures your passions and creates the athletic
version of you. She uses non-drip gloss paint to create
pictures which depict the sports you love and things you
are passionate about. Her work is featured as original art
and cards, customised to your resemblance. A perfect gift
for the sporty person you admire, or to keep for yourself
to remember the great athlete which you are.
www.goshart.co.uk

A R T C HA NG E S
T H E LAN D S C A P E
OF T H E WO R LD
Marc Jacobs

GR ACE LU CY DESI G N S | P EN 74

H ANG ING BY A F R E D | P E N 1 7 8

H E LE N RUS S E L L CR E ATI ON S | P E N 124

I A N M I TCH E L L | P E N 151

Grace creates handmade accessories and jewellery pieces,
specialising in pendants inspired by the night sky and outer
space. These pendants are individually designed with resin
and ink, often seeming to be mini galaxies captured in a
moment of time - truly unique gifts for someone special.
Find Grace Lucy Designs on Instagram and Facebook.
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/gracelucydesigns

Hanging by a Fred was born from Freddie Matthew’s father’s
love of climbing after his death in 2015. Left with a vast
array of beautiful rope Freddie decided to put it to good
use and now creates both the beautiful and useful, from
upcycled retired climbing rope for him, for her, and for the
home. From statement jewellery to woven mats, coiled rope
bowls, survival gear, and pet accessories to name but a few.
www.hangingbyafred.co.uk

Helen creates a world of fun where characters like the Blob Birds
and buzzy bees run riot. Too many welly-wearing hours spent
reading books with beautiful illustrations have helped create
playful homeware, surface pattern and illustration collections.
Helen is often inspired by animal behavior and storytelling. She
enjoys muddy adventures and likes to celebrate the best bits of
human nature through products that prompt a smile or two.
www.helenrussellcreations.com

Ian’s approach to printmaking combines his interest in landscape,
design, and symbols. A reductive artist in pursuit of a minimal
outcome he uses a mixture of digital, litho, collage and commercial
materials. His unique delineation of the landscape is based on
a stripped down reality, referencing travel posters drawing on
the early twentieth century design aesthetic. Working digitally,
he strips away the topographical, stylising the landscape.
www.ianmitchellart.com

GREG HOWARD FINE ART STUDIO | PEN 78

H ANNAH K Y R IAKO U D E SIG N | P E N 7 1

H E ST ER COX P R I N TM A KE R | P E N 134

I N DI GO B L I S S LTD | P E N 9 1

Greg specialises in producing impressionistic, dramatic landscapes
and seascapes full of mood and atmosphere. It is important to him
that viewers of his work are able to make an emotional connection
with each piece. Rather than painting a particular location, he
will structure a painting based on his own emotional reaction
to a place or area with the idea being to trigger a subconscious
reaction in the viewer to the area being portrayed.
www.greghoward.gallery

Hannah Kyriakou handcrafts sterling silver botanical inspired
jewellery which captures the simplistic delicacy of nature.
Organic materials such as flower buds, seed pods and twigs are at
the foundation of every piece of jewellery that she makes, using
the method of lost wax casting to produce delicate and detailed
jewellery based on the changing seasons, and striving to reflect
the beauty of the British countryside in all of her work.
www.etsy.com/shop/hannahkyriakoudesign

By using multiple plates, painted textures and intricate cutting in
her collagraphs, Hester accentuates the patterns and celebrates
the colours found in nature drawing attention to the everyday
occurrences that happen around us but that often go unnoticed
or are soon forgotten. She exhibits her prints across the UK,
Sweden and the USA and is a member of Ålgården Studios, Leeds
Fine Artists, Printmakers Circle, Northern Print & Craven Arts.
www.hestercox.com

Robert Leach creates bespoke artistic canvas clocks with bold
energetic themes and striking designs. He also paints inspirational
and meditation art to engage the inquiring soul. His artwork is
a celebration of spiritual energy, movement and freedom. The
images he creates depict chakra energy wheels, time tunnels and
quantum jumps to other dimensions. Each creation invites the
viewer to take a spiritual journey to other states of consciousness.
www.indigobliss.co.uk
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I N KT ER I OR AR T | P E N 16 1

JAY NE T U NNIC LIF F E | P E N 6 2

J E SS N E W TON | P E N 104

JOH N R ATTE N B URY S CUL P TOR | P E N 2 0

Laura Gray is a new artist who has been painting for just one year.
She started painting as art therapy to help manage her Fibromyalgia,
and soon realized that she had an untapped talent. From
there, she developed her style and creates mainly watercolour
paintings. She takes commissions, pet portraits and other
custom pieces but also has prints of her work for sale too.

Chemical reactions and capturing and exploiting the beauty of
nature is the focus of Jess Newton’s work. She grows zincite
crystals within ceramic glazes and traps chemicals to create
bubbles in blown and slumped glass. In much of her work, be it
jewellery, wall paintings or more functional pieces, she uses clay
and glass purely as a canvas to show off the details of the reactions.
Jess believes that there is nothing better than nature.
www.enigmaticme.com

At school, John Rattenbury thought he would be good at
art but quickly discovered that he couldn’t draw or paint so
it got put to one side. Thirty years later however he found
himself enjoying using clay to model with and he has been
sculpting ever since. There are now over one hundred
pieces in his catalogue and more are added each year.

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/inkterior?ref=ss_profile

Jane Tunnicliffe is based in Saltaire where she runs her art and
crafts business from home. She has been a full time creative since
gaining her BA Hons from Bradford Art college in 1995. She has
worked with schools, local authorities and businesses creating
murals, but her favourite creations are the colourful portraits she
create which are inspired by pop culture. She creates original
paintings as well as cards, prints, gadget covers and mugs.
www.folksy.com/shops/voodooville

JAMES SH AR P | PE N 140

J E D SIM S P H OTO G R AP H Y | P E N 1 3

J E SSICA E L L E R AY A R TI S T | P E N 16 7

James hand prints on fabric and then creates textile collages
which he appliques to handmade books, bags and aprons. He
also mounts and frames his textile collages. He incorporates
recycled materials in his work wherever possible.

www.jamessharpart.com

Jeremy Sims believes that photography should have this mission:
to bring light and joy into people’s lives. Nature possesses an
infinity of changing views and colour. Great photographs are
all around us but they need to be seen and captured before
they are lost to memory. Photography should be simply
and naturally executed, and driven by a desire to create a
delightful picture which preserves a beautiful moment in time.
www.jedsimsphotography.co.uk

Emerging artist Jessica Elleray uses copper and chemicals
to paint and sculpt dramatic, unique works. In Jessica’s
practice, artist becomes archaeologist, uncovering untold
stories and reflecting on the relationships between people,
places and objects. Inspired by our shared heritage,
recent projects have focused on Cumbria’s mining history
and the world-wide black market antiquity trade.
www.jessicaelleray.com

JAN E CH AR L ES STU DI O G L A S S | P E N 5 0

JEFF NORTON MOTORSPORT ART | PEN 14

J O H N H E R M A N S E N P OTTE RY | P E N 11

Jane is a studio glass artist who works in the traditional methods
of hot glass. She produces bottles, bowls, paperweights, vases
and sculptural works in an array of vivid colours, textures and
finishes. Each piece has its own character and personality. Her
inspiration comes from the patterns and moods of the natural
world along with the wonders of the molten material that she
works with. Jane has been in business for over thirty years.
www.janecharlesstudioglass.co.uk

Jeff Norton has been a staunch motor sport fan since the mid
sixties, and spends most of his spare hours drawing and painting
automotive subjects. Working mainly in acrylic on board, he has
painted some 200 commissions of customer’s in competition,
their favourite races and their classic cars. In addition he has a
wide range of prints available of his own favourite races and
rallies. Contact the artist for details of his affordable prices.
www.jnpaint.co.uk

When John Hermansen was travelling in New Zealand, he met
a famous English potter, Harry Davis. After spending time with
him, he became interested in ceramics. On returning to England
he qualified in ceramics. He now designs and makes stoneware
pottery for the home interiors and garden.

JAN ET MAYL ED | P EN 40

J E NNIF E R SIM S | P E N 1 3

J O H N M CM A N US A R T | P E N 137

KATE LYCE TT | P E N 56

Janet produces vivid and colourful compositions which capture
diverse subject matter; from urban landscapes to allotments to
still life. Within her paintings she explores pattern, colour and
shape using layering of acrylic paint and sometimes other
media to capture the atmosphere and sense of place that she
observes. Janet is a member of Peak District Artisans, written
for ‘The Artist’ magazine and offers talk and workshops.
www.facebook.com/janet.mayled

Jennifer Sims believes that every subject has a hidden somebody
locked inside. She tries to paint this personality, to bring it out into
the open so that the observer can connect with the character in
the painting. She loves to paint with bright, expansive colours to
reflect the vibrancy of nature. Animals are sweet, mischievous,
gentle, bossy and they all want to come out and play.
		

John McManus is a wildlife and landscape artist based in the Lake
District national park. He mostly paints UK wildlife, but like many
wildlife artists, also travels overseas to get inspiration. He draws
his inspiration from observing nature, always looking to capture
magical moments.

Kate Lycett paints luminous landscapes, full of pattern and glowing
with light. She is inspired by the Yorkshire landscape, its changing
light and our journeys through it. Working in a combination of
inks, watercolors, acrylics, gold leaf and threads, Kate’s work has
an inner glow which gives a unique sense of place and warmth.

www.facebook.com/magpiestudio2

www.katelycett.co.uk		

www.john-rattenbury.co.uk

ART IS N OT W H AT YO U SE E
BU T W H AT YO U M A K E OT HERS SEE
Edgar Degras

www.johnhermansenpottery.com
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KAT E R H ODES JEWE L L ERY | P E N 10

K AT IE T IM SO N | P E N 1 9 4

K E IT H S H OR R OCK | P E N 176

L E YL A M UR R S TUDI O | P E N 89

Kate’s jewellery is inspired by everyday doodlings of shapes,
patterns and natural forms. Beautiful rich colourful metals, when
combined with inlaying, engraving, hammering and hand cutting,
give the work the fluidity of the original doodle. Each piece is
unique. The range includes: tiny studs, long necklaces, bracelets,
pendants, earrings, brooches, rings and cufflinks.
www.katerhodesjewels.com

Katie collects all manner of interesting or beautiful objects,
such as feathers, bird eggshells, rocks, pebbles, seaglass and
seed heads. Their natural patterns, colours and texture provide
inspiration for her collections of ceramic vessels which record
walks through different landscapes. Her pieces are wheel
thrown or hand-built using clay bodies and glazes developed
through lengthy and ongoing experimentation processes.
www.katietimson.co.uk

Keith is a furniture and box maker. He is focusing on box
making for the next year. He makes two kinds of boxes. His
organic boxes are made from a range of woods. He tries to
get a really interesting piece of wood, often with spalted
markings. He also makes Shaker boxes and has developed a
wide range, some using unusual wood veneers on the lids, some
using screen prints and some turned into sewing kits.
www.keithshorrockfurniture.co.uk

Leyla paints surfaces using her creative drive to discover the
unplanned and the unexpected. Through colour and texture, a
relationship of fields appear that speak to her in a visual and
psychological language, triggering the subconscious release of
experiences expressed through the desire to create a composition
that hits the spot. She extends an invitation to find something in her
work that makes an impression to which they can respond.
www.leylamurr.com

KAT H H EYWOOD D ES I G N S | P EN 9

K AT Y O ’ NE IL | P E N 6 0

K E V IN F R A N CE E N A M E L A R T | P E N 12 9

L I N CH E UN G A R T | P E N 156

Kath creates colourful, stylish hand knit accessories perfect for
brightening up your day. She has created a collection of hand
knit accessory designs which are often influenced by the colour
combinations observed in nature. She combines beautiful
colours, skilful hand knitting and stylish design details to bring
you gorgeous hand knit scarves, gloves, hats and bags.

Katy creates contemporary ceramic vessels, bowls, ceramic
jewellery and wall plaques which are decorated with slips before
being impressed with found man-made objects to create marks
which are inspired by photographs she took whilst travelling
extensively. Each unique piece is created using black clay with
splashes of colour to highlight the texture and mark making and
are, for her, a celebration of material and mark making.
www.katyoneil.com

Kevin finds that enamelling as a media is wonderful, yet
frustrating, never knowing the outcome of a piece until it
cools, the fusion of enamel to metal and the tensions within,
the inconsistencies produced by high firing, always keeps
Kevin fascinated, creating original pieces of art. Trees, skylines,
silhouettes, reflections and the Great British weather inspire his
work, in fact anything and everything that catches his eye.
www.artbykevinfrance.com

Lin Cheung is interested in emerging processes and layered
meanings. Her work is abstract and begins with intuition, then is
informed by an exploration of the possible as she waits to see
where her interest guides her. She is interested in the meaning
people make of her work. She uses acrylics and mixed media. Her
work reflects her interest in what is to be revealed where closer
examination shows detail that is not visible from a distance.
www.linc-art.com

K B SILV E R | P E N 3 7

K IM T I L LYE R | P E N 16 4

LINDSEY TYSON TEXTILE ART & DESIGN | P E N 2 8

Using traditional silversmithing methods enhanced by modern
techniques, Kairen’s sterling silver jewellery is textured and organic
in style. Her ideas come from, natural surroundings; delicate
textures, patterns and forms found in nature. Beautiful objects,
collected around the country become templates, giving her pieces
authentic shapes and proportions. She enjoys working with people
to design bespoke jewellery that has special meaning for them.
www.kbsilver.co.uk

Kim’s work combines cyanotype printing with traditional stitch
techniques and hand drawn motifs such as bears, plants,
birds and “shelters in a landscape” including tents, simple
houses and romantic, mysterious towers. Personal stories
mixed with northern myths and folklore; result in a collection
of illustrations and designs which she uses to create framed
original artwork, bespoke lighting, textiles & greetings cards.
www.witchmountain.co.uk

An artist and qualified textile designer, Lindsey creates art and
home accessories from her studio in Scarborough, North
Yorkshire. Living by the coast, she is inspired by her surroundings
of dramatic seas, moody skies, and all things natural. A myriad
of processes and techniques are amalgamated, developed
and refined, always pushing boundaries. Products include:
artwork, felt vessels, ‘pebbles’, scarves and lampshades.
www.lindseytyson.com

K E IT H H O B SO N P H OTO G R AP H Y | P E N 1 6 9

K J S WOODWOR K | P E N 131

L I TTL E WOOL LY WON DE R S | P E N 154

Keith’s main areas of interest are coastal scenes, landscapes,
waterfalls of all sizes and fast moving water. The one element
you will find in most of his work will be water. For him, it
brings a magical quality and a constantly changing dynamic
to his work. Based in the West Midlands, Keith is central to
some beautiful and stunning scenic areas in the country.
It’s fair to say he will travel chasing those perfect shots.
www.keithhobson.photography

Kevin developed his own woodworking business after nearly
twenty years in the building trade as a joiner. He has a passion
for wood and the endless opportunities it provides for making
unique, creative and one-off pieces. He bases the design of his
sculptures on inspiration from a number of areas, particularly
his personal life experiences and emotions. He is his own harsh
critique and thus each piece is created to its highest standard.
www.kjswoodwork.co.uk

It is from within the wonderful Teesdale countryside and its
hardy farming community that Helen draws the inspiration
for her unique and individual sculpted animals. Brimming
with character, charm and realism, British wool is used
wherever possible. With nothing more than a needle, a
sprinkling imagination, and a natural feel for her subject Helen
felts anything from the humble bee, to hares, to red stags.
Facebook - Little Woolly Wonders

www.etsy.com/shop/kathheywooddesigns

ART IS THE ONLY WAY TO R UN AWAY
WIT H O UT LEAVING HOM E
Twyla Tharp
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LU CY EL I SABETH | P E N 5 1

MAGNOLIA RESTREPO JEWELLERY | P E N 5

M A R K S M I TH CE R A M I CS | P E N 81

Lucy creates sculptural illustrations. She loves the quality
of line that wire creates; its shape, shadow and form.
She explores the concept of a framework, a pattern, a
plant or a skeletal form. The process of bending wire is
immediate and irrevocable; a commitment to creating an
expressive line that exists in three dimensions.

Magnolia has been developing her jewellery art and craft for
nearly twenty years. In her latest collection, Origins, she explores
her Andean roots. Indigenous pre-Colombian jewellers crafted
beautiful gold pieces, with geometrical and animal forms
decorated with aesthetic, harmonious and patterned designs.
Origins is a contemporary interpretation of these ancestral
influences. geometrical shapes are fused with unique forms.
wwwmagnoliarestrepo.com

All of Mark’s work draws inspiration from the sea, and each piece
has its own story to tell. When he produces a piece, it becomes
a narrative, the tale of a journey. Objects discovered on the
shoreline find themselves becoming part of the story. He uses
a variety of decoration techniques as his ideas continue to flow
and move on to create different avenues and new approaches.
Ships, boats, and wrecks are the main fabric of the work.
www.marksmithceramics.com

www.lucyelisabeth.com

TH E WO R LD IS
BU T A C ANVAS
TO O U R
IMAGINATION

LU CY FI ON A MORRI S ON | P E N 19 7

M AR G AR E T SWIF T | P E N 6 7

Lucy believes that landscape is a constant, although seasons
change, and colours transform it is an expectation that these
elements of Mother Nature will always be present and the belief
in this gives us a sense of safety and comfort in the familiar.
When we are out in the landscape and there is nothing for miles
except an ever-changing sky and endless horizon it gives us the
realisation that we are only a small part of the puzzle.
www.lucyfionamorrison.co.uk

Margaret was a Graphic Designer in the 70’s. She later lived and
worked in the Yorkshire Dales as a freelance designer and adult
education lecturer in the development of Photoshop skills, whilst
producing experimental digital art pieces, incorporating typography,
photography, scanned and drawn imagery. Recently, she has
gone back to basics; pencil, pastel and acrylics; specializing in
Portraiture through commissioned projects and book illustration.
www.margaretswift.co.uk

LU CY GEL L | PEN 174

MARIANTHI LAINAS PHOTOGRAPHER | P E N 1 1 0

M AR IO N DE ACON | P E N 12 8

MARTIN PRIESTLEY PHOTOGRAPHY | P E N 24

Lucy’s work conveys the love she has for all creatures, illustrating
the unique personalities and humour she sees in them. She
studied graphic design and illustration at university and has also
been influenced by a previous career as a puppet animator for
the award winning company Cosgrove Hall Films in Manchester.
Her prints portray a sense of fun with a strong sense of character,
blending simple design in her own unique graphic style.
www.lucygell.com

Marianthi’s work is informed by a strong connection to
the sea and those wild spaces at the edges of our lands, in
particular the Western Isles of Scotland. She loves to explore
light, shape and colour through photography, often using
experimental techniques. Her most recent series involves
bringing elements of the landscape into her home studio, using
camera-less photography to create detailed still-life images.
www.marianthilainas.com		

Marion Deacon is a contemporary artist who works in acrylic
and mixed media to create striking and colourful images. Marion
finds inspiration in the natural world and her work is bold and full
of energy; she aims to capture the essence of the place. Marion
says every painting is a journey of exploration and a fulfillment of
a desire to record our beautiful and diverse landscape.

Martin Priestley was born in Otley in 1977. His interest in
photography began with his fathers’ old Praktica film camera. A
keen cyclist and walker, Martin was drawn towards landscapes,
especially the stunning scenery of the Yorkshire Dales. The dramatic
light of dawn and dusk feature heavily in his work, and he strives
for strong, graphical compositions, for an atmospheric result.

www.mariondeacon.com

ww.landscapes-uk.com

MADCAP GAL L ERY | P E N 9 6

M AR ILY N LAU G E SE N | P E N 14 3

M AR K H A M I LTON | P E N 12 1

M A S TE R S TR OKE S | P E N 150

Madcap Gallery is run by Peter and Julie Blood as an
outlet for their creative endeavors. Julie mainly specialises
in animal portraiture and wildlife art while Peter likes to
experiment with different techniques, providing colourful
abstracts and mixed media art, as well as handmade
jewellery. Neither artist would wish to be pigeon-holed,
valuing the freedom to be creative in whatever way they like.
www.madcapgallery.co.uk		

Marilyn’s work reflects the similarities of the Northern Ontario
and Cumbrian landscapes. She works from imagination and
a photographic memory of spectacular storms, sunrises,
sunsets, clouds and a love of trees. She begins a painting by
floating on layers of paint, shapes and images are formed and
moulded, sand and other organic materials may be added. She
is now exploring the use and versatility of alcohol based inks.
www.marilynlaugesen.co.uk		

Mark is an artist/sculptor living in Carlisle. He works in woods,
metals and various materials. The focus of his work at the
moment is nature in the form of wood and metal trees, clocks,
miniature landscapes, wood and metal spiders. His pieces are
free standing or wall mounted. Where possible, he likes to
upcycle locally sourced materials.

Tracey Walker is a professional oil painting artist specialising in pets
and countryside animals. Her pet portraits capture the individual
character and expression of your pet leaving you with a precious
painting that will immortalise your companion forever. She has a
full portfolio of portraits to help you see the quality of her work.
She also works on a commission basis for private clients.

www.smallhit.co.uk

www.masterstrokes.online

Henry David Thoreau

M A R TI N M E YR I CK | P E N 12
Blending photographic art with function, Martin’s satin shades
are an alternative proposition to the more traditional style of wall
mounted images. His current ongoing project is a rural/industrial
series, shooting weathered manmade structures in and around
the Yorkshire Dales.
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MATTH EW EL LWOOD A RT | P E N 5 5

M O SAIC + 1 | P E N 1 1 2

NAT DE A N E | P E N 187

N I CH OL A S M A R S H | P E N 79

Matthew Ellwood is a popular North East artist known for
his ‘Tower’ series of paintings. He imaginatively portrays the
landmarks and buildings of an area in one iconic painting.
Matthew creates these using watercolour and gouache. His other
works are also just as uncommonly creative in their concepts of
cliché subjects as his Tower Series. Matthew’s work is available as
original paintings and limited edition, signed and numbered prints.
www.matthewellwood.com

Cheryl Brook is a mosaic artist, living and working in County
Durham. Her work is inspired by the abundance of nature as far
as the eye can see. Ideas come from colours, textures and ways
light can change the simplest of views. As well as making mosaic
pictures, she makes mosaics to hang in a child’s room – teddy
bears, caterpillars, trains, hedgehogs – using many mediums such
as stained glass, beads, ceramics, jewellery and glass paints.
www.facebook.com/mosaicplusone

Nat creates paintings, prints and drawings. Domestic animals
are her subject, they unveil themselves, at one within their
environment. She is interested in how farming, and sheep
particularly, create the distinctive landscapes we often take for
granted. Her vigorous and impressionistic oil paintings use the
influence of place and colour and are frequently focused on the
Dales and North Yorkshire moors. Initial drawings are produced
then translated into screen prints with a contemporary feel.

Nicholas’ professional making career has spanned some thirty
years. He has been privileged to live and work in a variety of
locations in the world, each with a distinctive influence on what he
thinks and makes. It has been and continues to be an eclectic ride.
He holds dual British and Canadian citizenship and is presently
living in England in a small ex mining village where his grandfather
used to dig coal. He is making again under ancestral skies.
www.nicholasmarsh.com

MAWDSL EY WI L L I A MS | P E N 18 8

NATAS H A B R A I TH WA I TE | P E N 181

N I KI GUY | P E N 185

David Mawdsley designs and makes beautiful and unique
contemporary handmade furniture. David is a skilled craftsman
and uses European hardwoods to make his furniture. Each piece
of wood chosen is made into a quality piece of furniture. David’s
designs enhance the natural grain pattern in the wood. David will
be pleased to discuss with you the possibility of making individually
designed and made furniture for your home or office.
www.mawdsleywilliams.co.uk

Drawn to both the land and sea, the inspiration for Natasha’s
photography is taken from the way the fall of light reveals the
tones, textures and contrasts inherent within the landscape
as well as examining the relationship that exists between
the land and the sky. A photographer and darkroom printer
Natasha captures all of her photographs on black and white
film. Her photographs are hand printed in the darkroom.
www.natashabraithwaite.co.uk		

The jewel like qualities of sea tumbled glass washed up on the
shore have been Niki’s inspiration. The way the harsh edges of
broken glass gradually take on a smooth pebble like quality over
time has led to her selection of jewellery, mosaics and mobiles.
The glass collected can be hundreds of years old and all the glass
she uses has had a previous life.

MI CH AEL MCMAN U S | P E N 10 2

NAT H A N P E N DL E B URY | P E N 141

N I M A N OM A | P E N 115

It is Michael’s desire to use native hardwoods in new and
challenging ways without compromising the beauty or dignity
of the wood. Michael creates new and creative gift items for the
home or garden, carved from native hardwoods .

Nathan’s recent paintings are highly charged abstract works
which have been described as “brave, unpretentious, upbeat and
lively Howard Hodgkin-on-acid-abstracts which are synesthetic,
not synthetic” representations of an environment. Successful
commissions have included John Lewis, Bruntwood and Jake
Bugg. Nathan will have original paintings and limited edition
prints of his work at his stand, and is open for commissions.
www.nathanpendlebury.co.uk

Nimanoma creates jewellery ranges inspired by the forms
and intricate details found in nature. Naomi’s artwork and
photography is influenced by her background in biology,
often using a microscope to create abstract images which
are manipulated and incorporated into jewellery designs. All
pieces are silver plated and embellished with colourful, tiny
glass beads. Designs are embedded in a dome of resin.
www.nimanoma.co.uk

ART IS E V E RY W H E R E,
AND EVERYWHERE I S A R T
Brandon Boyd

www.michaelmcmanus.co.uk

MI N T TO BE | PEN 126

M U F F IN C E R AM IC S | P E N 8 8

NE AL CR A M P TON F UR N I TUR E | P E N 86

N OLON S TACE Y | P E N 6 9

An ex-biologist and self-taught mixed-media/recycling artist,
Caroline is naturally inspired by flora, fauna, travel and a fascination
for engineering. Experiments with used materials are given new
life by combining them with traditional techniques and materials
to create wall art to wearable art. Look out for recycled, textured
paper marquetry, collage, recycled vinyl, vintage dip pen and
ink and watercolour inks/pencil drawings, often fused together.
www.minttobe.co.uk

Buttons and vintage lace and fine bone china tea sets are
all influences on Margaret Brown’s work. She uses mainly
porcelain and incorporates patterns, textures and small
signature buttons to decorate her vases and bowls. Exploiting
the translucent qualities of porcelain, Margaret has also
made a series of lanterns and tea light holders that further
reveal the beauty of the lace and textured patterns when lit.
www.muffinceramics.co.uk

Neil produces furniture to contemporary designs. His designs
feature clean lines and simple forms that aim to incorporate
the natural colour and grain of the wood into the work. This
emphasises the natural beauty of the wood and results in an
honest and durable piece of furniture. His work does not strive
to be trend setting. Instead, he aims to design and create pieces
of furniture with an integrity that will outlast current fashions.
www.nealcrampton.co.uk

Nolon is a self-taught pencil/charcoal artist, who specialises
in drawings of British wildlife and rural themes. Having never
had any formal art training, he has acquired the methods he
uses through years of trial and error. Each drawing can take
anywhere from 30 to 100 hours to complete. Working solely
with a pencil, subjects are reduced down to their basic tone and
texture, making it a deceptively complicated discipline.
www.nolonstacey.com
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OAKWOOD SOAPERI E | P E N 5 3

PAU L SM IT H SC U LP T U R E S | P E N 7 7

P IA’ S PA N E S | P E N 186

R A L P H S H UTTL E WOR TH | P E N 72

Full Name: Oakwood Soaperie & Ghosts of Nature. Ceri Aitman
is a natural soap maker and eco-printer who uses only natural
materials in both disciplines. She makes for Oakwood Soaperie
and Ghosts of Nature, using home grown and wild botanicals
as inspiration, source and ingredient. She was fortunate to have
been featured in the Handmade Gift competition on 2017’s
Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas, broadcast on Channel 4.
www.oakwoodsoaperie.co.uk

Paul Smith is a full-time artist who make figurative hand-built
ceramic sculptures and limited editions. His subject matter is our
relationship with the animal world, the inspiration coming from a
love of nature and art, and European folk stories. He tries to make
the shapes of his animal sculptures as simple as possible. He
adheres to the principle that less is more. The style is bold and semi
abstract with graceful sweeping curves and simplified details.
www.paulsmithsculptures.co.uk

When stained glass artist Pia Muir, of Pia’s Panes was made
redundant from the police she moved away from her thirty
years in IT to concentrate on her glasswork. She creates stained
glass windows, sun catchers and presentation pieces. She
undertakes commissions for any occasion, combining unusual
items like horseshoes, tools and motorbike parts with glass,
making the perfect gift or bespoke item for your home.
www.facebook.com/piaspanes

Ralph creates contemporary woodturned sculptures, bowls and
vases. He uses colour to enhance the natural material which
results in modern and unusual sculptural pieces. The techniques
and processes he has developed creates intriguing artwork
vibrant in both colour and form. He draws inspiration from a
variety of sources, ranging from the specific piece of wood he is
working with, to contemporary architecture and design.
www.ralphshuttleworth.co.uk

PAGEPAPER STI TCH | P E N 123

PAU LA D U NN AR T IST | P E N 4 8

P O C KL I N GTON A R T | P E N 38

R E B ECCA CH R I S TI A N | P E N 19 2

Three artist book makers, Annwyn Dean, Elizabeth Shorrock and
Joan Newall joined together in 2010 as PagePaperStitch. Each
has her own individual style and sources of inspiration which
range across subjects as diverse as the landscape, emotional
experiences and antique textiles. Their books incorporate print
making, in various forms, painting, collage, dyeing and stitch.
They exhibit frequently and are widely regarded in their field.
www.annwyndean.com

Paula is a landscape painter whose work is very much
influenced by light, colours and textures. She experiments with
techniques such as impasto, mark making and developing
layers of oil colour with glazes and cold wax infused with
dry pigments. She paints landscapes inspired by feelings and
memories of a place and at a particular point in time. Her
paintings respond to the weather and other natural forces.
www.pauladunnartist.com

Pocklington Art is a small group of artists from the North East.
They take inspiration from nature and work in a variety of media.
They enjoy the huge variety of animal and plant life that the British
countryside has to offer. They then apply the resulting artworks
to a range of products suitable for gifts and home décor.

Rebecca Christian is a wildlife inspired illustrator and designer,
she loves to apply her artwork to gift, fashion and home ware
items. Rebecca enjoys painting with watercolour but also
drawing digitally. She has a degree in scientific illustration
and twenty years’ experience in the design industry, having
worked as a web designer and graphic designer. Her range
includes: greeting cards, art prints, scarves and jewellery.
www.rebeccachristian.co.uk

PAT KR AMEK | PEN 7 0

P E NNY H U NT | P E N 1 1 1

QU IR K, S TR A N GE N E S S & CH A R M | P E N 2 2

Pat Kramek is based in Ayrshire, on the west coast of Scotland.
Her work is strongly influenced by the Scottish landscape,
seascape and her trips to Europe. With the manoeuvring of
thick oil paint, her art is all about texture, colour and light. Her
paintings are held in various private and corporate collections
throughout the UK and beyond.

Karen McKinstry uses a mix of old and new fabrics, beads and
lace for my figures and the inspiration can come from an image
or pattern, a flower or even a real person. Whatever the character,
she always try to find the humour in it. Karen finds recycling old
fabrics into new dolls is a nice feeling.

www.patkramek.com

Based in the Yorkshire Dales, Penny’s studio gives wide open
windswept views of mountains, moorlands and mist; her work is
about the little things that make up that landscape of freedom,
the places where you feel the full force of wind and weather and
find some perspective on life. She makes paintings, printmaking
and ceramic work, each material feeds back into the other, The
layering, overprinting and intaglio techniques are present in all.
www.penny-hunt.co.uk

PAUL DEN E MAR LOR | P E N 13 0

P H ILIP PA DAY | P E N 1 59

R AC HE L TH OR N TON | P E N 42

Yorkshire born artist Paul Dene Marlor has been a professional
artist since 2007. He has held solo and group exhibitions,
selling his paintings both nationally and abroad. His preferred
medium is watercolour and paints landscapes, seascapes, still
life, wildlife and floral. Paul’s landscape paintings are mostly
in and around the Yorkshire Dales and the Pennines. In 2015
Paul was awarded the SAA professional Artist of the year.
www.pauldenemarlor.com

Philippa originally trained in Fashion at LCAD. Through a curious
series of twists and turns, she ended up working in the Space
Industry in Germany during the 1990s, which has inspired her
work greatly. Returning to the UK in 2001, she decided to revert
to her original passion and now works as a professional textile
artist, creating sumptuous bags and purses, specialising in devoré
velvet. Philippa is a member of the Worcestershire Guild.
www.philippaday.co.uk

Rachel combines printmaking, painting and wood carving
methods to create unique natural artworks. She has developed
her own making techniques through her love for experimentation
and exploration in method and material. Natural edged wood slabs
are the detailed canvas guiding her use of colour and image.

www.facebook.com/pocklingtonart

www.quirkdolls.co.uk

www.rachelthornton.co.uk

C RE ATI VI T Y IS PIERCING
THE MUNDANE TO FIND T HE
MARVELOUS
Brandon Boyd
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R IC H AR D M AT T H E W G IB SO N | P E N 1 53

R O U GH R OB OTS | P E N 158

S A LT Y S E A S | P E N 175

Richard has always had a lifelong passion for nature with particular
interest in animals. He began his sculptural journey from a young
age and has sampled many different mediums. In recent years
he discovered wire sculpture which compliments his style. The
open wire design helps capture the light and energy within the
piece and also affords the sculptures unique visual variations
dependant on the light conditions in which they are situated.
www.woldwiresculptures.co.uk

Mark Clough produces handmade sculptural robots in ceramics
and in recycled materials. Each robot is unique and the process
of production imbues them with a real sense of character. The
ceramic robots are decorated with either a bronze finish, or
more colourfully, with transfers and bright underglazes. The
recycled robots are detailed with found plastics and given an
overall verdigris-like finish, making them look rather grand.
www.roughrobots.co.uk

Salty Seas is a range of coastal themed art and design inspired
by the Great British seaside. The aim is to evoke those precious
childhood holiday memories of building sandcastles, rock pools
and paddling in the sea. Every product is an original design and
has been handmade by David himself.

R J B P H OTO G R AP H IC | P E N 1 9 8

RU BY S P I R I T DE S I GN S | P E N 41

S A N DR A CA L LOW H I L L GL A S S | P E N 149

RJB Photographic are landscape photographers with a love for
wild remote places. Their photography ranges from dramatic
coastal images to subtler subjects like a misty dawn over
a lake, but their true passion is for the atmospheric winter
monochrome images they shoot. For them, the stark simplicity
of a lone tree in a field of snow is a work of art itself.

Specialising in colour, texture and pattern, Sandra crafts
individually designed art glass pieces. Influenced by fine art,
nature and textiles, a wide variety of wall panels and table top
pieces are available. Commissions are undertaken.

www.rjbphotographic.co.uk

Tracy Connell designs handmade jewellery in Yorkshire from
salvaged components and vintage ephemera. Passionate about
recycling, Tracy loves to repurpose broken or forgotten vintage
treasures into something new. Many pieces are unique due to the
nature of the elements involved. She studied at art college in the
1980s and was a graphic artist and studio manager for many years.
She is now self-employed, creating jewellery in her workshop.
www.rubyspiritdesigns.co.uk

R EDCU R R ANT GL AS S | P E N 18 2

R O B SO LLIS C E R AM IC S | P E N 1 9 0

RU T H F OS TE R | P E N 73

S A N DR A M A R TI N CE R A M I CS | P E N 19 1

Contemporary kiln formed/fused glass handmade in Lancashire
by international glass Artist Karen Redmayne. Growing up
on a farm, her work is inspired by the colours and forms
in nature and her surroundings. Pieces include jewellery,
coasters, plaques, bowls and wall hangings. Karen also runs
courses from her studio in Pendle in fused glass, stained glass,
jewellery making, silversmithing and glass bead making.
www.redcurrantglass.co.uk

Rob Sollis creates hand thrown ceramic forms, created using the
Raku process, producing unique pieces rich in texture and colour.

www.robsollisceramics.co.uk

Ruth is a fused glass artist who works with vibrant colours to
create sculptural and functional pieces. Her work revolves
around her interest in designing patterns and shapes which are
then stretched and manipulated. The flowing of the molten glass
creates individual and unique pieces. Her work is inspired by 2D
geometric designs along with the patterns and shapes that can
be found when looking at 3D sculptures from all angles.
www.instagram.com/rfosterglass

Rock formation, stones and pebbles inspire Sandra’s ceramic
work. The sculptural pieces try to capture the stratification
seen in rocks and cliffs or the smoothness of pebbles
washed by the sea. The planters emulate geodes with the
rough stony exterior splitting open to expose glistening
colour. All the pieces are made from crank clay and are fired
to stoneware allowing them to be displayed outdoors.
www.sandramartin.co.uk

R I CH AR D DAVI ES | P E N 6 3

R O SY DALE | P E N 1 1 8

RU T H M A KE S JE W E L L E RY | P E N 52

S A R A H A S H L E I GH ATTW E L L | P E N 16 0

The materials Richard works with are reclaimed, saved from
decay and destruction. New beauty has to be discovered, new
aesthetic created from the castoff and forgotten. His work
encapsulates the movement of nature, how growth reclaims
and covers fallen deadwood and long passed trees. Whether it’s
the progression of spores, fungus growth or moss growing in
impossible locations, nature’s line hugely inspires him.
www.statorart.co.uk

Jane creates landscape pictures using textiles embellished
with machine and hand embroidery. Yorkshire and Scottish
scenery are influences on her work, which she also makes
into cushions using pure wool from the locality. She regularly
features sheep that surround her home, in her designs for
cushions and small gifts. Jane takes commissions for wall
hangings and cushions featuring customer’s homes and pets.
www.rosydale.com

Ruth Makes Jewellery combines the designs of Ruth Sutcliffe and
Jez Coates. They create sterling silver jewellery inspired by local
landscape, wildlife, pets, natural forms, mystical moon gazing
hares and wolves. Each unique piece is hand sawn from sterling
silver sheet, sometimes incorporating copper and brass, and either
polished to a rich lustre, or oxidised to create atmospheric wearable
art. The silver is hallmarked at Birmingham Assay Office.
www.ruthmakesjewellery.co.uk

Sarah’s mixed media artwork is the result of ongoing and
extensive experiments to express quite simply what energy looks
and feels like within everyday life. She finds herself very drawn to
the connection between science and spirituality. In her abstract
pieces she invite the viewer to create their own understanding
within the piece, taking in the organic shapes and striking colour
combinations, with some having a less obvious idea within.
www.whatsarahdoes.co.uk

ART IS THE
TREE OF LI FE
William Blake

www.saltyseas.co.uk

www.sandracallowhill.com
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SAR AH BR EL SFOR D S TU DI O | P E N 9 7

SE A G E M S BY AILSA | P E N 2 7

SO P HI E CUR R I E DE S I GN S | P E N 35

S TUA R T B R OCKL E H UR S T | P E N 12 5

Sarah is a stained glass artist and recycled tin jeweller living in the
High Peak. She creates small pieces of art from recycled materials.
Her work is heavily inspired from her previous experience as a
textile designer, where she enjoyed a successful career designing
for all the top end retailers. She has a passion for both colour
and nature which are strong influences in her designs.
www.facebook.com/sarahbrelsfordstudio

Ailsa Matfin is a self-taught silver smith. Her favourite medium
to work with is sea glass. She lives on the North East coast of
England, famous for its historical glass works and abundance
of colourful pieces of sea glass that have been worn into
pebble shaped works of art over the past hundred years.
She is constantly introducing new techniques and styles
to her work and prides herself in her original jewellery.
www.seagemsbyailsa.com

Sophie is a metalsmith and silversmith, inspired by the beauty of
fractal patterns found in nature. She explores these mathematical,
beautiful aesthetics through hand-spun copper and silver vessels,
and handmade sterling silver and copper jewellery and copper
framed pictures. She uses techniques such as etching and
patination to create objects that reflect the beauty of the naturally
occurring mathematical patterns that decorate her pieces.
www.sophiecurriedesigns.co.uk

Stuart is a printmaker who is inspired by the tradition of
British Landscape printmaking, Linocut and Mezzotint form
the mainstay of his work. Each being equally important to
his artistic practice but allowing different interpretations
of a subject. His linocuts are an exploration of colour and
pattern. With mezzotint, he can work in a more personal
way to capture the mood and atmosphere of the subject.
www.stuartbrocklehurstprints.wordpress.com

SAR AH H AR R I S | P E N 17 3

SH E LLE Y FAY E LAZ AR | P E N 9 5

S TUDI O 42 | P E N 4

Local artist Sarah Harris’ latest collection of screen prints
celebrates the diversity of her home region and pays particular
attention to the relationship between man-made and natural
elements that are entwined into our landscapes. Working from
her original pen drawings, each print is a limited edition and hand
printed by the artist in her Rawdon studio.
www.sarahharrisprints.co.uk

Shelley specialises in hand painting silks and wools for scarves,
shawls and garments. Each piece is individually painted, using
various specialised techniques and although designs are repeated,
no two items can ever be exactly the same. She has earned a
following for her use of bright vibrant colours and graphic bold
designs. She has exhibited at major prestigious craft events such
as Art in Action, Craft in Focus and Hay Festival of Literature.
www.shelleyfayelazar.com

Studio 42 is home to artist Michelle Hodgson. Michelle’s work is
based on her love for vintage and repurposing breathing fresh
life into old and unused items. Using lino print typography and
designs she creates artwork with strong graphic undertones but
with a touch of nostalgia. This combined with the used of found
papers, discarded wood and old fabrics, Michelle creates individual
items for the home as well as original lino printed artwork.
www.studio42.org.uk

SAR AH R OCH E ART I N FE LT | P EN 13 8

SH E RY L R O B E R T S | P E N 1 0 5

Sarah has always enjoyed creating things, finding her medium
when she moved to the Yorkshire Dales where inspired
by the beautiful surroundings she has come to enjoy the
process of felting, effectively using wool to ‘paint’. She works
intuitively, laying Merino wool tops and Blue-faced Leicester
curls to imitate something of the landscape and the mood of
this wonderful part of the world. Every piece is unique.
www.sarahrocheartinfelt.co.uk

Shelley specialises in hand painting silks and wools for scarves,
shawls and garments. Each piece is individually painted, using
various specialised techniques and although designs are repeated,
no two items can ever be exactly the same. She has earned a
following for her use of bright vibrant colours and graphic bold
designs. She has exhibited at major prestigious craft events such
as Art in Action, Craft in Focus and Hay Festival of Literature.
www.sherylroberts.com

SAR AH VI L L ENEAU CE RA MI CS | P EN 3 6

SIMON S J SMITH CERAMIC DESIGNER | P E N 1 0 8

ST ITC H I N G F OR TH E S OUL | P E N 54

S UZ I TH OM P S ON P R I N TM A KE R | P E N 16 3

Sarah creates sensuous, tactile and intriguing vessels and abstract
sculptures inspired by hidden forms in nature. Each piece is
individually hand built using slabbing, press-moulding and pinching
techniques. Through the meditative repetition of “gills” which
encompass the forms, the clay is pushed to its limits; the making
process imitates the rhythm and pattern of growth, demonstrating
control of the material, whilst leaving the trace of movement.
www.villeneau.co.uk

Simon designs and makes one-off sculptural pieces and
multiple glazed thrown work. He is fortunate to be in the
position where he can work full time in his studio, creating
different objects, challenging the material and himself on a
daily basis. His aim is simply to be good at what he designs and
makes, so that people can appreciate and enjoy his work.

Beverley produces high quality, hand crafted textile pieces using
a variety of free-machine embroidery, applique and delicate
stitched patterns, which are colourful, contemporary and unique.
Inspired by natural forms and retro designs Beverley produces
pictures, lampshades and accessories using a varied array of
stylised flower landscapes.

www.ssjsmithceramics.co.uk

www.stitchingforthesoul.co.uk

Suzi is a printmaker who works with collagraph and drypoint
to create limited edition prints and hand printed bound and
stitched notebooks. Her printmaking reflects her impressions of
landscapes surrounding her studio. Using intricate cutting and
applied textures to collagraph plates with the addition of drawn
line from drypoint enable her to explore the structures and forms
of native wildflowers and wildlife while isolating key elements.
www.suzithompson.co.uk/home

D I S COV E RY IS NOT IN
SEEKING NEW L AND SC APE S,
BUT IN HAVING NEW EYES
Marcel Proust

S UZ A N N E ’ S A R TS CA P E | P E N 82
Suzanne is a landscape and seascape watercolourist artist who
is passionate about the Yorkshire environment and the diversity
of countryside and coast. She is inspired by the small sections of
a scene that she finds interesting such as rock pools, streams a
section of woodland. Her work has a slightly dream like quality
emphasising on colour, texture and light. She wants to invite the
viewer into her world to take in the detail and look around.
www.suzannesartscape.com
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SU ZY KEMP JEWELL ERY | P E N 16 8

T H E O LD B R E WE RY P OT T E RY | P E N 1 8 4

T H E PE R KY PA I N TE R | P E N 148

TI L DY’ S R OOM | P E N 2 5

Suzy Kemp Handmade Jewellery features Viking Weave, and hand
knitted wire jewellery. Viking Weave is the ancient Viking art of
weaving wire to make jewellery, brought up to date with stylish and
elegant designs woven in sterling silver. Each unique piece is hand
woven by Suzy in her Shropshire home, and her work has been
featured in the Daily Telegraph and Woman’s Own magazine.
Facebook - Suzy Kemp Jewellery

Brian Evans and Mary North set up their ceramic studio in
Keighley in 2010. They both studied art degrees at Bradford
College. Their work is strongly influenced by Japanese
ceramics so they either raku fire or woodfire their pottery.
They are interested in the lustre effects that can be achieved
with raku and in the subtle colours and flame patterns that
are produced by copper matt firings.		
www.potterystudiokeighley.co.uk

The Perky Painter is the passion and heart of artist Helen Gibson.
Helen crafts beautifully vibrant abstract paintings, inspired by
looking and seeing beyond the norm into a world of colour,
texture and personality. Helen draws inspiration from the natural
world and the British countryside. Using acrylic paint in bold,
energetic applications of pure colour, Helen brings her subjects
to life on the canvas in an uplifting explosion of hues.
www.perkypainter.com

Tildy’s Room, now in its sixth year of business, continues to
create endearing pieces of wooden art with a strong emphasis
on recycling and the ethos of minimal waste. Utilising driftwood,
recycled wood and rusty bits and bobs, little houses and
villages spring to life as 3D art pieces for your home. Tildy’s
Room has a strong sense of individuality inspired by the
owner’s life in Australia, Bermuda and beautiful Yorkshire.
www.tildysroom.co.uk

TEMI MA CR AFT S | P EN 5 8

T H E OWLE RY | P E N 3 9

T H INGS OF WON DE R | P E N 19 5

TI M R OS E | P E N 2 3

Temima Crafts is a husband and wife team, making unique, and
intriguing, band-saw cut wooden boxes and Vanishing Castles.
We sell at quality art and craft fairs across the country.

The Owlery is the business name for printmaker and textile
artist Benjamin Partridge. Benjamin designs and creates textile,
paper and wooden products that are functional and visually
appealing with character and personality. He specialises in lino
and screen print surface pattern designs for home and giftware
as well as fine art prints based on the British Woodland and
hand makes each product in his Yorkshire ArtSpace studio.
www.theowlery.co.uk

Things of Wonder is a range of hand-bound journals, handmade
cards and prints by artist/designer maker Holly Magdalene Scott.
Holly enjoys being immersed in rural landscapes, and the sense
of awe and wonder inspired by her chance encounters with
the wildlife and farm animals within them. These experiences
inform her ink drawings, acrylic paintings and lino-cuts. She
creates hand-bound leather journals using Fair Trade papers,
incorporating original artwork and fine wool and tweed fabrics.

Tim Rose paints in oils and watercolour. His subjects range from
portraiture to landscape and he exhibits widely throughout the
country.

TH E BESPOKE H OME CO. | P EN 16 6

T H O M A S P E TI T GL A S S | P E N 31

TON Y DE XTE R | P E N 144

The Bespoke Home Co make beautiful bespoke furnishings
for you and your home. Their range includes sets of drawers,
mirrors, chess boards, memo boards, bunting, trinket boxes,
upholstered bench seats and much more. All their work is made
to the highest standard from a variety of hard woods and fabrics.
If you can’t see it in their pen, they also offer bespoke pieces.
www.thebespokehomeco.uk

Thomas Petit Glass started in London and has been made
and exhibited in the United Kingdom and New Zealand,
as well as Europe and Sydney, Australia. Thomas draws
inspiration for many of his designs from landscapes and
nature, with his most recent design “Sea Shore”, drawing
from his experiences growing up and walking over
the South Downs and pebbled beaches in East Sussex.
www.thomaspetitglass.com

Based in Wharfedale, Tony has exhibited at the Great North
Art Show, Art in the Pen, The Stephen Joseph Theatre, The
Art Shop Galley and more as well as direct website sales. He
works in acrylic on canvas and his pictures are bold and
contemporary and are inspired by subjects from boats to
fish, from crabs to trees. All his work is unique and original,
signed and titled. He doesn’t do reproductions or prints.
www.ilikethat.me

TH E EAR R I N G CAF E | P EN 19 9

T H R IF T DE S I GN | P E N 114

UN I QUE I N GL A S S | P E N 9 3

Tiny, quirky glass objects for garden and home designed
and melted by glass maker Amanda Glanville. Bright, cheery,
unique and affordable designs. From toadstool and flower plant
decorations to retro rocket collections, cute ice lolly and cactus
mini pictures to plenty of wee birds. Loose beads, jewellery
plus a few (early) fabulous heirloom Christmas decorations in
miniature, glass slippers, teapots, pumpkins, ghosts and more.
www.earringcafe.co.uk

Lucy Ann Wray explores and develops unwanted materials to create
art from salvaged resources, giving them new and beautiful forms.
Her work is inspired by the British countryside and the animals that
inhabit it. She delights in creating imagery in which the composite
reclaimed materials are not immediately obvious. It’s only when
you look a little closer that you recognize certain recycled
elements and she enjoys pointing out these little details.
www.thriftdesign.co.uk

Willa creates mosaic and stained glass artwork which incorporates
her trademark metallic grout with wood or metal to produce
vibrant, bold and unique pieces. Based in Northumberland
near the Roman Wall, the fauna, flora, magnificent landscape
and changing seasons provide a constant wealth of ideas
and inspiration for her creations. Commissions taken for
furniture, artwork, panels, windows, mirrors and sculpture.
www.uniqueinglass.com

www.temimacrafts.co.uk

WHAT IS A R T ?
N AT U R E CONCENTRATED
Honore de Balzac

www.timroseartist.com
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VANESSA PL EWS TE X TI L ES | P E N 7 5

WIR E LIF E - AR T BY C E RY SANNE | P E N 7 6

Vanessa is a textile designer, with many years’ experience of
producing hand painted artwork for fashion fabric producers.
She has become increasingly interested in traditional methods
of handcrafting textiles, including Nuno felting and Shibori
dyeing. Utilising these techniques and working principally
with silks, cotton and merino wool, she is now creating a
range of unique scarves, accessories and soft furnishings.
www.facebook.com/vanessaplewstextiles

Claire works in oils and mixed media creating paintings
influenced by her love of animals and art background. In her
own unique style of ‘Cerysanne’ she explores colour, texture and
the characteristics of the subjects in her endeavour to establish
a connection between the animals and you the viewer. Claire
has recently expanded her range to include wooden items,
bringing more of the natural world into your everyday lives.
www.wirelifeart.co.uk

VI KKI U TTL EY | PE N 19 3

WO ND E R LAND G LASS | P E N 1 6

Since last year Vikki has been directing her painting towards
forest, woodlands and seascapes. These subjects have become a
pivotal part of her work. By using different mediums and utilising
abstract concepts, scraping back and layering paint, she is trying
to find a sense of time and place within her work. She continues
to explore and evolve trusting her intuition to liberate her painting
from concept to canvas.

Alice expresses her thoughts and emotions of her artwork
through the versatility of glass and it is often connected to
issues that affect the natural world. She is constantly exploring
new techniques to help her create new and exciting work.
As well as her artwork, she also creates commercial work on
commission such as homeware, jewellery and wall panels.
www.wonderlandglass.co.uk

WAL KI N G ON GL AS S | P EN 142

WO O D N T H ING S | P E N 1 1 7

Alexis Valentine Glass Artist Hand Drill Engraver at Walking On Glass
was made redundant from his Dental Technician job in 2013 and
decided to start his own business as a glass and crystal engraver
only eight months later, combining his artistic abilities with his
dental skills. Most of his inspiration for his artwork comes from the
great outdoors but Alexis is mostly occupied by creating bespoke
commissioned pieces for special occasions and presentations.
ww.walkingonglass.co.uk

Whether its driftwood (collected from UK beaches) or hard
woods such as oak and yew, Denis takes pleasure in turning
them into lovely things for the home. He skillfully creates a wide
selection of unique, beautiful and sometimes quirky pieces of
art. Denis is always keen to further extend his range and strives
to bring fresh ideas to the market.

WI L D WOOD GI FTS | P EN 9 4

ZO E STAINTO N SC U LP T U R E | P E N 7

Adam Wild personally selects the finest English Oak, Elm and Ash
from a responsible, reputable sawmill in the heart of Cumbria to
handcraft stunning, unique and functional items for the home and
kitchen. This includes chopping and food presentation boards and
solid oak giftware and feature character mirrors. Bespoke orders are
also welcome. He is passionate about the items he handcrafts and
that includes the provenance and quality of the wood he uses.
www.wildwoodgifts.co.uk

Shelley specialises in hand painting silks and wools for scarves,
shawls and garments. Each piece is individually painted, using
various specialised techniques and although designs are repeated,
no two items can ever be exactly the same. She has earned a
following for her use of bright vibrant colours and graphic bold
designs. She has exhibited at major prestigious craft events such
as Art in Action, Craft in Focus and Hay Festival of Literature.
www.shelleyfayelazar.com

don’t miss crafts in the pen 2018
Our festive crafts market, Crafts in the Pen, launched in 2015 and has grown into a
fantastic event the whole family can enjoy. This sprawling event is home to over 230 craft
stalls, as well as a twinkling ‘Starlight Café’ for the grown-ups and a free grotto for the kids.

santa’s grotto

TREATS

Every child in your party is given a free ticket to visit Santa
Claus in his magical grotto. Festive music plays throughout
and is home to lots of Christmassy characters. It’s also a
great place for the grown ups to relax and warm up.

Santa Claus will be back with
a giant sack full of chocolate
for all the good girls and
boys who come to visit him.

Crafts in the Pen was inspired by the long established Art in the Pen. Each year, our
talented exhibitors set up stalls and sell a wide range of handmade craftworks. You’re
certain to find some ideal Christmas gifts, stocking fillers and special presents for your
closest family and friends.
Giant chain companies and e-commerce have reduced Christmas shopping into a
detached and mundane chore, as people stock up on “three for two” offers and exchange
the same tins of chocolates in a perfunctory fashion. Crafts in the Pen brings the joy back
to Christmas shopping and supports local businesses and artists at the same time.
Our exhibitors offer unique items you won’t find on the high street, in a relaxed and
welcoming atmosphere. Instead of elbowing your way through Boots and fighting over the
last Star Wars themed shaving gel, visit Crafts in the pen, stroll down our streets and buy
some presents that are as unique as the people you are buying them for.
Crafts in the Pen is the annual fundraiser for The Mart Theatre. Proceeds raised from the
event help to ensure that the local theatre can stay open without external funding. The
auction ring of Skipton Auction Mart is converted into a 300 seat theatre space, home to
stand up comedy, live music, theatre and even opera. Details at themarttheatre.org.uk.

REINDEER

STARLIGHT CAFE

Santa is bringing two of his
reindeer so make sure you
visit their pen to give them a
stroke and take a picture.

It’s likely that you’ll need a break during your trips up
and down our stall streets. The Starlight Cafe was very
popular last year, serving mulled wine, hot food and other
refreshments in a warm and inviting atmosphere.

You can join our mailing lists via the Art in the Pen or Crafts in the Pen websites.
Subscribers receive the latest digital exhibitor brochures and event reminders.
We hope you enjoy your time today and would love to see you at Crafts in the Pen on
Saturday 17 or Sunday 18 November.

